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Soleil Film GmbH was founded in October 2008 as a creative collective for film production. Our 
aim is the creation of artistic valuable and successful films ranging from feature to documentary 
and experimental films. Our current focus lies in documentaries for cinema and TV.

Our heart lies in all genres, but especially in documentary film. Our core of dedicated producers 
steams with energy for real human stories. We enjoy all phases from active concept development, 
to producing, over to final distribution strategies – we are devoting ourselves to these steps with 
all passion together with the director and the creative team.
We want to tell strong stories, our audience to be enthused and inspired, surprised, to be made 
laugh and cry – given food for thought. We believe that movies matter, that they can contribute to 
a collective consciousness, provoke discussions and change for a better society.

Our portfolio is continuously growing and in the last years we found a focus on films with political 
and social issues. We dig into microcosms, telling small and personal stories, human-focused, giv-
ing a glimpse into the life of individuals within current socio-political conflicts and developments. 
But we also tackle the macrocosm, try to ask ourselves bigger and more complex questions, deal-
ing with the kaleidoscope of stories of global impact, we want to reveal these existential coher-
ences.

Soleil Film is international. We tend to look over national borders, aim to work with creatives from 
all over the world bringing foreign stories to the local market. We are searching for strong ideas 
by not avoiding precarious topics – we’re looking for them. Over the years we established a broad 
international network, found partners and people we trust in but we are also very open for new 
co-operations. For us, filmmaking is about working with friends on a common vision. If you think, 
you fit within this framework feel free to contact us with your idea.

Soleil Film
Le Groupe Soleil -  
Film & Multimedia Production GmbH 
Linke Wienzeile 142/13
1060 Vienna
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DOCUMENTARIES IN DISTRIBUTION

director: Kirill Sakharnov
lengtth: 70min/52min
producers: Soleil Film, Sugar Docs, 
Ethnofund,
Status: festival submission

“Olya´s Love” is a film about a lesbian couple living in Russia. Olya is 
a fighter, active member of the LGBT-community, her partner Gali-
ya doesn´t want to let politics rule her life. Their love is strong, and 
they want to have a baby together. When Russian Duma launches 
their discriminating laws against homosexuals, Olya starts to fight 
even stronger. But same time their love is put to the test.

World Premiere: IDFA Amsterdam 2014
National Premieres: This Human World FF Vienna, 2014; ArtDocs 
Filmfest Moscow, 2014

Distributor cinema version: sixpack 
Distributor TV-Version: Thierry Detaille CBA/Ventas

Olya´s Love
documentary / Russia/Austria, 2014

director: Karoline T. Heflin
length: 53min
status: in production
status: TV-distribution
www.whenthemaskfalls.net

“When the Mask Falls” is a documentary time travel through Ups 
and Downs of Vienna Nightlife focusing on the Burlesque scene. 
Main characters of the last century talk about their life and specify 
the balancing act between art form and entertainment, glory and 
disrespect.

„When the Mask Falls“ is bizarre, exciting and authentic, a social 
résumé of the 20th Century. 

Sales Agent: ORF Enterprise 

Between Redlight and Limelight
tv-documentary / Austria, 2010-14 

Broadcaster attached: ORF

funded by: Filmfonds Vienna, RTR
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director: Ronit Kertsner
lengtth: 80min/52min
producer: Ronit Kertsner Film
co-producer: Soleil Film
Status: festival submission

“I’m HI Jew positive!” Yurek, a young Polish student, has just found 
out that he is a Jew and expresses his feelings about his newly 
discovered identity. Every day catholic polish people find out that 
their parents have concealed their true identities and that they are 
actually of Jewish descent - the second and third generation of Ho-
locaust survivors. The film starts over 14 years ago, even with that 
discovery in the lives of three people and pursues their future lives 
- a difficult search for their identity, in a country where Judaism is 
still struggling with resistance.”

National Premiere: Jerusalem Filmfestival 2013
World Premiere: 54th Krakow International Filmfestival 2014

HI-Jew Positive
documentary / co-production with Israel, 2013

co-financed by: yes.docu Israel

director: Filip Antoni Malinowski
length: 80min/52min
co-producer: Malina Film
status: festival submission / release
original polish title: Eksmisja
german title: Maria muss packen
www.resettlement.pl
www.mariamusspacken.at

An unique polish couple in their 80s. After living for 66 years in 
their flat they have to move out. While Maria is an extraordinary 
spirit full of undominable optimism and vitality - Tadeusz is a silent 
scientist and fatalist. Now they have to fight their existential disas-
ter that unveils the touching stories of their life and casts a shadow 
over their present. It’s a film about justice and equality - the crisis 
of morality in past and present modern society, as well as about 
how to get old - staying young.

Festivals: World Premiere at 52nd Krakow Film Festival, May 2012
30 Festival participations: a.o: Osnabrücker Filmfest 2012, This Hu-
man World FF 2012, Diagonale 2013, Planet Doc Warszaw 2013, 

Awards: 3 awards, a.o: Winner Special Jury Price Festival Mediow 
Lodz, Honorable Mention Off Cinema Poznan, 

Cinema Relase Austria: March 2013; Poland: autmn 2013
TV Sale: TVN, TVP Kultura, ORF III

resettlement
feature documentary / Austria/Poland, 2012

funded by Austrian federal ministry of art 
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DOCUMENTARIES IN PRODUCTION

director: Fernando R. Forsthuber
length: appr. 80min
status: in production
shooting: 2015
finish: 2016

Jowan Safadi, born as Palestinian in the State of Israel, is a famous 
musician and a true free spirit. With his band Fish Samak he deliv-
ers songs ranging from the political and social to the emotional and 
philosophical and gathered a huge fan-community in the Arabic 
world. Jowan is unafraid to speak his mind or tackle taboo subjects, 
and his lyrics, at once penetrating and witty, have also courted con-
troversy on several occasions: Previously investigated by Israeli po-
lice for “inciting terrorism”, his last tour to Jordan ended with his 
arrest and an overnight stay in a Jordanian prison cell.
But this is just the beginning: standing for co-resistance instead 
of co-existence and criticising the stare society he lives in, Jowan 
struggles for his ideals – at any price.

In the Arms of Occupation
documentary / Austria/Israel/Palestine 2013-15  / in production

production and development funded by 
Austrian federal ministry of art 

director: Carlo Pisani
length: 64min/52min
production: RebelMango Suisse
co-producer: Soleil Film
status: festival submission 

It’s a documentary film and a multi layered immersive cross-media 
experience on couples, involved in romantic long distance relation-
ships across modern Europe, as testimony to human defiance of 
differences and distance. The narrative is achieved through a mul-
tifaceted exposition of experiences that ultimately results in a cho-
rus or views converging in one story.

The story of love: the bliss of finding each other, the discoveries, 
the understanding, the routine, the crisis and ultimately the rebirth 
at a more mature level.

Love Trips
documentary / co-production / cross-Media-project / Switzerland, 2012

funded by: 
European Cultural Foundation



director: Filip Antoni Malinowski
length: 75min, finish: 2016

The city of Kansk is in the middle of nowhere, a place never 
meant for people to live in. A relict of the supremacy over life of 
Russia’s leaders build in the harsh environment of south Sibe-
rian Taiga with temperatures reaching -45 degrees Celsius. The 
final downfall of the local tobacco, alcohol and military industry 
from the Soviet times questions the existence of the people here 
even more – many feel useless, hopeless among the grey and 
fallen apart buildings, and many leave – a ghost town emerges. 
The director observes the hopes and struggles of three selected 
characters that are connected with each other through a road in 
town. Together with his Russian friend, a modern dancer he also 

Siberia
documentary / Austria/Russia , 2015 / in development

Soleil Film - projcets 2014
documentaries

director: Filip Antoni Malinowski
Co-director: Carlo Pisani
Length: 80min 
finish: 2016

A negotiator at a climate change conference playing with decisions 
that will have everlasting consequences into the future. Children 
playing in areas affected by the effects on the climate, now. Stories 
that paint the picture of a world at a cross road. Will our grand-
children survive to tell the story of how we managed to avert the 
catastrophe?

participation at: Zagreb Dox Reality Check PITCH 2013, Sources2, 
Baltic Forum Pitch 2013, Leipzig Co-Production Market 2013

The Climate Game
documentary / Austria/Germany/Switzerland, 2013-15 / in development

Soleil Film - Le Groupe Soleil GmbH,  Linke Wienzeile 142/13, 1060 Wien, office@soleilfilm.at, www.soleilfilm.at

project development funded by: MEDIA and the 
Austrian Filminstitute

Cross-media development funded by Aus-
trian federal ministry of art 

DOCUMENTARIES IN DEVELOPMENT

concept-development funded by Austrian 
federal ministry of art 
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director: Filip Antoni Malinowski
length: 52min, finish: 2015

For the first time insight is given into the world’s most widespread 
and active counter-culture movement. The Rainbow Family is a 
vivid worldwide structure of national groups based on the idea of 
intuitive basic-democratic decision making and a lack of authori-
tarian leadership or organization from the top. There are no official 
rules/rulers or a manifest – instead the local groups are a meeting 
point for people who seek an alternative life to common capitalist 
society.

Many of them work part of the year in big European capitols before 
they travel to one of the rainbow camps, called “gatherings”. Oth-
ers just decide to drop out totally of mainstream society trying to 
make a life “in the wild” without depending on a serious job at all.

Rainbow Family
tv-documentary / Austria/Germany/Czech Republic/ Slovakia, 2013-15 / in development

Soleil Film - Le Groupe Soleil GmbH, Linke Wienzeile 142/13, 1060 Vienna, office@soleilfilm.at, www.soleilfilm.at

director: Pavel Jurda
producer: Produkce Radim Prochazka
co-producer: Soleil Film, Kloose & Co.
Length: 85min/52min, 
Finish: 2015

Hieronymus Lorm invented a touch alphabet hundred and fifty 
years ago and thanks to it the deaf and blind people of all around 
the world are able to communicate. He was a German Jew born in 
Mikulov in the south of Czech Republic, near to the Austrian bor-
der. Soon people found him a brilliant pianist, „the new Mozart“, 
but his illness had to cost his musical career.

He became deaf and blind, but thanks to his invention he lived a 
full creative life. He lived in Vienna, Berlin, Dresden and Brno. The 
film brings Lorm’s world of silence and darkness, that is mediated 
through the impaired hearing and vision of other people. The doc-
umentary tells the story of the silence in music and pictures in the 
dark, the touching solitude and the breaking of a nut shell.

Lorm´s Alphabet
documentary / Austria/Czech Republic/Germany, 2012-15 / in development
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director: Nikolaus Müller
length: apprx. 40min
producer: Wütherich Film
co-producer: Soleil Film
status: post-production

Catherine and Chris are a couple for years. To escape the city and 
the routines of everyday life, they make a trip to a dam surrounded 
by the landscape of the Alps. Soon tensions between the two are 
noticeable. But all discrepancies are forgotten when the two meet 
during the hike an abandoned, 7-year old girl. When asked where 
her parents are, she does not answer. The events of the next few 
hours will show Catherine her true feelings about Chris. 

Cast: Sami Loris, Julia Schranz

The Dam
shortfilm / co-production / Austria, 2014 / in post-production

funded by Austrian federal ministry of Art, 
Wien Kultur and Land Vorarlberg

director: Sebastian Schmidl
length: 40min
producer: Schmidl/Geretschläger/
Weiß/Makarova
co-producer: Soleil Film
Status: post-production

“Liebling” is the story of a couple facing the ruins of what used to 
be a happy relationship. Tamara is intending on finally breaking up 
with Hans. Spending a last weekend together they clash with each 
other once again; letting them clearly know why their relationship 
failed. But at the same time they have to realize that going sepa-
rate ways is harder than they had ever thought…

Cast: Anna Rot, Andreas Kiendl, Johannes Thanheiser, Andreas Pat-
ton, Melanie Mezzina

Liebling
shortfilm / co-production/ Austria, 2014 / in post-production

funded by: Wien Kultur, Land Niederösterreich Kultur,
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director: Jasmin Baumgartner
length: 20min
producers: Soleil Film, One Delta Ten 
Tango, Evil Frog
status: post-production

What happens if you really need to decide once in life? If this deci-
sion changes everything forever? The clock is ticking in her stom-
ach. Nobody knows about it. Maybe it’s better like that, because 
we don´t want to remember mistakes. Carmen is pregnant. Car-
men is afraid. Carmen would like to abort. Her subconscious re-
sponds – and gives her the chance to question everything. And a 
decision between two potential fathers. A decision for a new life? 

Cast: Jasna Fritzi Bauer, Daniel Sträßer, Johanna Orsini-Rosenberg, 
Gerald Hoffmann

I see a darkness
shortfilm / Austria, 2014  / in post-production

Soleil Film - Le Groupe Soleil GmbH, Linke Wienzeile 142/13, 1060 Vienna, office@soleilfilm.at, www.soleilfilm.at

funded by: Wien Kultur, Land Niederösterreich 
Kultur, Land Steiermark Kultur, Land Salzburg 
Kultur, VAM

director: Franz Quitt
length: 26min
producer: Helma Quitt-Stern/Franz 
Ernestus Quitt
co-producer: Soleil Film
status: festival submission / release
www.mothershortfilm.com

Philip revels in a life without responsibilities until he’s reunited 
with one that was taken away from him – his son, Max. After the 
passing of Max’s mother, Philip is merely tasked with escorting him 
to his aunt’s home, but, along the way, a long withheld truth pro-
vokes hope for an overdue bond. Meanwhile, Charlie, a physical 
therapist-in-training, is forced to take on her own mother, once a 
model, as her primary patient. Charlie decides a trip into nature is 
just what her obese and willfully home-bound mother needs until 
what was meant to be a refreshing venture becomes overwhelm-
ingly suffocating. While wading in the gravity of their loneliness, 
Charlie and Philip manage to find each other, fostering an acquain-
tanceship amidst a hallway they share as neighbors.

Cast: Kaylyn Scardefield, Alexander Rolinski, Darlene Cates, Ryan 
Jonze

Mother
shortfilm / co-production / USA/Austria, 2014 
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director: Alexandra Makarová
length: 20min
status: festival submission
www.sola-film.com

In a deserted world Sola strays through foreign houses, always in 
search of food, survivors and her own will to survive. She creates a 
dull routine, which prevents her to question her existence. One day 
she makes a startling discovery and hope blazes again…

Cast: Melanie Mezzina

Festivals: World Premiere: Edinburgh International Film-
festival 2013, National Premiere: Diagonale 2014. 5 festival 
participations,a.o: Vienna Independent Shorts 2014, Festival du 
Femmes Creteil 2014

Awards: Honorable Mention Best Short Film, Diagonale 2014

Sola
shortfilm, Experimental / Austria, 2013 / in distribution

funded by: Wien Kultur

director: Jürgen Karasek
length: 30min
status: festival submission

www.novemberlichter.at

 Manuel is nine years old. His parents are divorced and he mostly 
lives with his mother. But she prefers to take care of her new boy-
friend and also his older sister takes every chance to jump on him. 
With his father all would be much better, but he is always out of 
time. One night Manuel misses the last bus and an older stranger 
offers him to give him a ride - the beginning of a dangerous friend-
ship....

Cast: Stefan Matousch, Markus Urban, Barbara Horvath, Karin 
Lischka, Erol Nowak, Martin Oberhauser, Astrit Alihajdaraj,..

Festivals: World Premiere: Max-Ophüls Filmfestival Saarbrücken, 
January 2013, 25 festival participations, a.o: Tirana FF 2013, Pri-
film 2013, FEST Espinho 2013, Derby Int. FF 2014, 

Awards: 5 awards, o.a: Thomas Pluch Appreciation Screenplay-
award 2013, Best Short Film FECIR Cine Rengo 2014

Novemberlights
shortfilm / Austria, 2012 / in distribution

funded by: Wien Kultur
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director: Jürgen Karasek
length: 120min
status: project development
finish: 2017

Sensational news spread through all media: In the Libyan desert 
an unknown tribe was discovered – their conflict-free coexistence 
raises a number of theories. At the same time a broken family tries 
to cope life after seperation. The once well-known archaeologist 
Otto houses neglected and secluded in their former family home 
in Malta. Madeleine and daughter Sara live in Austria and struggle 
with their everyday problems. Slowly the microcosm of the family 
and the macrocosm of a tribe – the whole world is intersted in – 
start to influence each other more and more.

Kairos
feature / Morocco/Libya/Malta/Austria, 2014-  / in development

script development funded by: Wien Kultur, Land 
Niederösterreich Kultur,

script development with: sources2

director: Jürgen Karasek
length: 72min
status: completed

www.waitingforthemoon.net

“Waiting For The Moon“ is the story of sparking hope, the es-
sence of a dream we all share in common. Julian and Anna are in 
search for a place, where their love could continue, in search for 
fullfillment of a legend that originates from a dream of an old man, 
which unites their long forgotten roots.

Festivals (selection): Santa Cruz Filmfestival 2007, Diagonale 2008, 
Metaphysical Filmfs Santa Fe 2008, Filmriss 2008
TV-Sale: NetTv Malta

Awards: Nominee UNDINE Award 2008, Best Character Actor 
Valentin Schreyer

Cast: Valentin Schreyer, Nina Blum, Ernst Stankovski, Mira Mili-
jkovic, Christopher Schärf...

Waiting For The Moon
feature / Austria, 2007 / in distribution

funded by: Land Niederösterreich, Wien Kultur, bm:ukk,


